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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis was to examine the valence

and force models of Vroom's expectancy theory of motivation.

In particular, this study was designed to 1) use policy

capturing to test the valence model and determine if knowledge

of second-level valences increases one's ability to predict

first-level valence, 2) test the force model at three levels

of expectancy, 0, 0.4, and 0.8, to determine whether the

function associated with expectancy has a binary (0 or 1)

rather than a continuous nature, and 3) investigate the corre-

lation between force and locus of control. (If expectancy has

a binary nature, when expectancy is zero, force is zero; when

expectancy is greater than zero, force is equal to first-level

valence.)

One hundred fifteen Air Force Institute of Technology

graduate students participated in the study. Three types of

instruments were used to collect data from five different

groups. All five groups received instruments related to job

choice or job satisfaction; one group also received a student

effort instrument. Each instrument was designed to capture

valence and effort decisions in 24 different situations.

There was strong support for the valence model. In each

of the six groups of data, a sum of beta-weighted instrumentali-

ft
ties had significantly more predictive power than a sum of
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equally-weighted instrumentalities.

The force model did not receive consistent support;

data from the job-related exercises conflicted with data from

the student effort exercises. The student effort data indi-

cated that expectancy does have a binary nature. The job-

related data indicated that first-level valence is the best

predictor of force; multiplying first-level valence by either

a binary or a continuous expectancy did not improve the

predictive power of the force model.

Finally, no significant relationship between force and

locus of control was found.
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A POLICY-CAPTURING INVESTIGATION

OF EXPECTANCY THEORY MODELS OF

VALENCE AND FORCE

I. INTRODUCTION

The motivation of workers in an organization is a

popular topic of study for both managers and behavioral

scientists. Ivancevich, Szilagyi, and Wallace (1977) offer

three reasons for this popularity. First, competition among

organizations requires the efficient and effective use of

resources. An understanding of worker motivation contributes

to better use of the human resource. Second, many organiza-

tions find that their workers are no longer just "units" that

can easily be replaced with other units from an infinite labor

pool. Instead, workers are now more likely to be treated as

long-term assets. Third, there is a growing recognition that

workers are complex individuals motivated not only by money,

but also by challenge, achievement, advancement, and other

factors.

Contemporary Theories of

Motivation

Mitchell (1979) divides the study of work motivation

into three general areas. Each area has theories that try to

answer one of three specific questions: (1) Why do we initiate

effort on a task? (2) How much effort do we choose to expend?
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and (3) Why do we persist in working at the task over time?

Theories that address the first question are called

"content" theories. Their aim is to explain how internal

needs cause individuals to act. Maslow's (1954) need

hierarchy, Herzberg's (1959) two-factor theory, and Alderfer's

(1972) ERG theory are three of the most widely publicized and

researched content theories.

Theories that address the second question are called

"process" theories. They seek to explain the process by which

individuals choose among possible behavior patterns, such as

a pattern of hard work or a pattern of little effort. Examples

of process theories include expectancy theory, initially

developed by Vroom (1964), equity theory, with which Adams

(1965) is associated, and goal-setting theory, first stated

by Locke (1968).

Finally, theories that address the third question are

called "reinforcement" theories. Reinforcement theories are

based on the work of Skinner (1938) and are operationalized

through the techniques of operant conditioning, or behavior

modification.

Vroom's Approach to Motivation

The focus of this paper is expectancy theory, which

Victor H. Vroom first presented in 1964 when his book, Work
and Motivation, was published. Vroom saw "the central problem

of motivation as the explanation of choices by organisms among

different voluntary responses" (1964, p. 9). Thus, Vroom's
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expectancy theory is a process theory of motivation.

Before Vroom wrote his book, he made five decisions

about his approach to the study of motivation. First, he

restricted himself to the study of individual, not group,

behavior. Second, he studied only "behaviors which affect or

are otherwise relevant to the work that people perform" (1964,

p. vii). Third, he decided to focus on explaining individual

behavior, not on finding a way to control it. Fourth, Vroom

decided to assume that individuals could account for much of

their behavior in terms of (1) their preferences among the

results of various behaviors and (2) the probability that

certain actions will be followed by certain outcomes. Finally,

he decided to restrict himself to examining data based upon

objective observation.

The result of Vroom's work was a cognitive model of

behavior that reflected both the concept of hedonism and the

belief that behavior is ahistorical in nature. In other words,

according to Vroom, a person chooses his behavior in a given

situation to maximize pleasure and minimize pain, and his

choices can be "explained in terms of his motives and cognitions

at the time he makes the choice" (1964, p. 15).

Actions and Outcomes

In understanding expectancy theory, it is helpful to

understand the difference.between "actions" and "outcomes."

Vroom defined an action as "behavior which might reasonably

be expected to be within the repertoire of the person, e.g.,

3



seeking entry into an occupation." Outcomes are "more temporally

distant events which are less likely to be under complete behav-

ioral control, e.g., attaining membership in an occupation"

(1964, p. 19). Although the distinction between actions and

outcomes is not an absolute one, independent definitions are

useful

The Concept of Valence

Valence. Vroom used the term "valence" to describe

"affective orientations toward particular outcomes" (1964, p. 15).

In other words, valence is a person's desire for, or attraction

toward, an outcome. It is essentially the same as what earlier

authors had called "incentive," "attitude" and "expected utility."

Furthermore, valence, which is based upon anticipated satis-

faction, is distinct from value, which is the actual satis-

faction that results from an outcome.

The valence of an outcome can be any numerical value.

An outcome has (1) positive valence if a person would prefer

to attain that outcome; (2) a negative valence if the person

would prefer to avoid that outcome; and (3) a valence of zero

if the person is indifferent to that outcome. Since valence

relates to individual preferences, the valence of a particular

outcome may be positive for one person, negative for another,

and zero for yet another.

Instrumentality. Vroom suggested that "means acquire

valence as a consequence of their expected ends" (1964, p. 16).

In other words, although an outcome may have one valence in

and of itself, it usually has another valence because it is

4



instrumental in attaining other outcomes. For example, con-

sider people who dislike their jobs. If they know that by

performing their jobs well they will be able to earn enough

money to do things they like, they will attribute a positive

valence to the first outcome, performing well, because it is

instrumental in attaining a positively valent second outcome,

doing things they like. If performing well did not lead to a

positively valent second outcome, an individual would probably

attribute a much lower valence to performing well.

Instrumentality is an outcome-outcome association that

can have values from -1 to +1. A value of -1 indicates a

belief that attaining a first outcome is a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for not attaining a second outcome. Conversely,

a value of +1 indicates a belief that attaining a first outcome

is a necessary and sufficient condition for attaining a second

outcome. A value of zero reflects a belief that attaining a

first outcome does not affect the attainment of a second outcome.

Proposition 1. Vroom stated the following proposition,

known as the valence model, which relates the valences and

instrumentalities of outcomes:

The valence of an outcome to a person is a monotoni-
cally increasing function of the algebraic sum of the pro-
ducts of the valences of all other outcomes and his
conceptions of its instrumentality for the attainment of
these other outcomes.

n
V fJ [kE (VkIk)] (j = 1 ... n)

' O;iI 0
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where V. the valence of outcome j

Ijk = the cognized instrumentality

(-1 < Ijk < 1) of outcome j for the

attainment of outcome k

(1964, p. 17)

The Concept of Expectancy

In most situations where an individual must choose

between alternative actions, there is an element of risk.

Usually the outcomes of an action depend not only upon the

individual, but also upon factors over which the individual

has no control. Risk is hypothesized to affect behavior, and

Vroom uses the term "expectancy" to describe the individual's

perception of risk.

Expectancy is "a momentary belief concerning the likeli-

hood that a particular act will be followed by a particular

outcome" (Vroom, 1964, p. 17). It is a subjective probability

that describes an action-outcome association. Like other

probabilities, it can only have values from 0 to +1. A value

of 1 indicates a "subjective certainty that the act will be

followed by the outcome," while a value of zero indicates a

"subjective certainty that the act will not be followed by

the outcome" (Vroom, 1964, p. 17).

The Concept of Force

Vroom assumed that a person's behavior is the result

of a field of forces, each of which has direction and magnitude.

Vroom's concept of force is similar to what earlier authors had

6



called the "performance vector," "aroused motivation,"

"subjective expected utility," and "behavioral potential."

Proposition 2. On the assumption that "choices by

people are subjectively rational" (1964, p. 18), Vroom hypo-

thesized that valences and expectancies combine multiplica-

tively to determine an individual's motivational force to act.

Vroom expressed his force model in the following proposition:

The force on a person to perform an act is a monotoni-
cally increasing function of the algebraic sum of the
products of the valences of all outcomes and the strength
of his expectancies that the act will be followed by the
attainment of these outcomes.

n
F. = fi[ E (EijVj)] Ci = n + 1 ... m)

j=l j

f.' > 0; i fl j = 0, 0 is the null set1

where F. = the force to perform act i
1

Eij= the strength of the expectancy (0<E. .<l)

that act i will be followed by outcome j

V. = the valence of outcome j

(1964, p. 18)

This implies that there is no force to perform an act

if either expectancy or valence is zero. If both are nonzero,

the magnitude of the force is increased by increasing either

the expectancy or the valence, and the direction of the force

is determined by the sign of the valence of the first level

outcome.

Expectancy Model Illustration. Figure 1 illustrates

how college students might use ekpectancy theory to decide

how hard they will study. The "act" is studying to attain a

7
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particular grade point average (GPA). The first-level outcome

is actual attainment of a GPA. The second-level outcomes are

the results of attaining a particular GPA, such as getting a

good job, being admitted to graduate school, or being able to

buy a new car. Students who find themselves in a situation

illustrated in Figure 1 will study in the hopes of attaining

a "B" level GPA because that act has the greatest force.

Although many researchers have tested expectancy theory,

at least three issues are unresolved. First, has Vroom's

theory been properly tested? Second, are the valence and

force models accurate? Finally, what factors cause force to

vary from person to person?

Related Literature

Expectancy theory research has dominated the literature

of motivation since Vroom made the first explicit model formu-

lations of expectancy theory in 1964. According to Stahl and

Harrell (1979), eight reviews of the literature published

between 1971 and 1977 have summarized the results of approxi-

mately 100 empirical studies of expectancy theory. Not only

has Vroom's original model been the subject of much research,

but several modifications to the original model have been pro-

posed and tested.

Theoretical Issues. House, Shapiro, and Wahba (1974)

describe four major modifications to the original model:

1) a distinction between first and second level outcomes,

2) a recognition of intrinsic sources ofvalence, 3) a redefinition

9



of expectancy into two types, and 4) an elaboration of the

model to include additional variables. Only the first three

modifications significantly change the original model. In

addition, these modifications affect primarily the force

model and leave the valence model unchanged (Mitchell, 1974).

The need for these modifications, which caused Lawler and

Suttle (1973) to suggest that "the theory has become so com-

plex that it has exceeded the measures which exist to test it"

(p. 502), may not have been due to actual theoretical short-

comings in the original model, but rather due to perceived

theoretical shortcomings caused by inadequate methodology.

Methodological Issues. The methodological issues

concern three main areas: 1) measuring valence, instrumental-

ity, and expectancy, 2) the number, source, and valence of

second-level outcomes, and 3) within-person versus across-

person testing. Because of these issues, Mitchell (1974)

said

Changing and modifying the theory seems premature.
That is, before we reject Vroom's original formulation,
we should correctly test it (p. 1075).

Research to resolve these methodological issues has

been only moderately successful. In addressing the first

issue, DeLeo and Pritchard (1974) suggest that surveys, upon

which much expectancy research has been based, are inadequate.

Researchers addressing the second issue have used as many as

51 second-level outcomes in their testing, but Eran and Jacob-

son (1976),who used 35 second-level outcomes, found that only

three outcomes were significant in their test of the valence

10
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model. And Matsui and Ikeda (1976), who examined the issue

of whether self-generated outcomes were superior to a standard11 list of outcomes, failed to discover a statistically signifi-
cant difference between the types of outcomes. Reinharth and

Wahba (1976) found that including both positive and negative

second-level outcomes in the model did not improve the predic-

tive power of expectancy theory. Finally, Muchinsky (1977)

ui addressed the last issue and concluded that expectancy theory

has greater utility as a within-person predictor of behavior

than as an across-person predictor.

* Policy Capturing and the Valence Model. Implicit in

Mitchell's imperative to correctly test Vroom's original model

is the question of what he means by "correctly." Mitchell and

Beach (1977) provide an unambiguous answer to this question--

use policy capturing.

policy capturing models . . . should be applied
more often [in expectancy theory research]. They are
highly similar to Expectancy Theory. . . they are used
in investigating much the same kinds of issues--the
way in which, and the degree to which, various considera-
tions influence people's evaluations of situations,
objects, and events. (p. 213)

Policy capturing is a technique of behavioral decision

analysis that uses multiple linear regression to model human

*judgment. Extensive literature reviews by Slovic and Lichten-

stein (1971), Kaplan and Schwartz (1975), Slovic, Fischoff,

*and Lichtenstein (1977), and Hammond, Rohrbaugh, Mumpower, and

Adelman (1977) all support the idea that linear models are

powerful enough to provide useful descriptions of complex human

judgments.

11



The model most frequently specified by researchers has

the following linear form:

ny = 0 + Z 8i Xi
i=l

where

Y = the decision

Xi = a cue, or factor affecting the decision

8i = the beta weight, or importance, of Xi

$0 = the regression constant

n = the number of cues

The ability of this model to predict a decision based upon a

set of cues is summarized by a number called the coefficient

of determination, R2 . (An R2 of 0 indicates no predictive

power while an R2 of 1 indicates perfect predictive power.)

Hoffman (1960) points out three limitations to the uses

of this model. First, direct comparisons of beta weights

between judges are not meaningful if the judges do not have the

same R2. Second, the beta weights do not account for all of

the predictable variance in the model. Finally, beta weights

do not represent the independent contributions of each Xi to

the decision.

All three of these limitations can be overcome by 1)

using orthogonal cues and 2) converting the beta weights to

relative weights, W.i's. Orthogonal cues, which by definition

are uncorrelated, cause the sum of the squares of the beta

weights to equal the coefficient of determination and thus

overcome the second limitation. In equation form:

12



n 2 2

The fact that the cues are orthogonal allows the conversion

of the beta weights to relative weights through the following

formula:

2

Wi i

The relative weights overcome the other two limitations by

allowing 1) meaningful comparisons of relative weights between

judges and 2) an assessment of the independent contribution of

each cue to a judge's decision (Ward, 1962). Thus, policy cap-

turing provides a solution to many of the problems encountered

in testing the valence model.

Two recent studies used policy capturing to test the

valence model. Stahl and Harrell (1979) asked subjects tc

indicate the valence of hypothetical jobs described in terms

of four orthogonal second-level outcomes: geographic location,

family preferences about work conditions, utilization of

special skills and knowledge, and chance of being promoted.

Two levels of instrumentality were used, "very positive" and

"very negative." Morehouse (1979) asked students to indicate

the valence of working to get an "A" in an academic course des-

cribed in terms of three orthogonal second-level outcomes:

improved grade point average (GPA), regard of classmates, and

personal satisfaction. He also used two levels of instrumental-

ity, "very positive" and "zero." In both studies Vroom's

13



fCx) f y) f(z)

Not strictly Strictly Strictly
* increasing increasing increasing

Not continuous Continuous Continuous
Not smooth Not smooth Smooth

Figure 2. Examples of Monotonic Increasing Functions

original valence model was strongly supported.

Expectancy and the Force Model. Vroom states that the

functions associated with both foTce and valence are monotonic

increasing. The International Dictionary of Applied Mathematics

defines "monotonic" this way:

A sequence a., a2, ..., is monotonic increasing if am an

when m < n. A function f(x) is monotonic increasing if
f(a) < f(b) when a < b. Monotonic decreasing is similarly

defined (1960, p. 620).

According to this definition, all three functions in Figure 2

are monotonic increasing.

Vroom requires in addition to monotonicity that the

first derivatives of the functions associated with force and

valence be greater than zero. Therefore, the force and valence

functions, according to Vroom, must be 1) smooth, 2) continuous,

and 3) strictly increasing. Of the functions shown in Figure

2, only f(z) meets these requirements.

14



Although Vroom does not explicitly specify a functional

form for expectancy, Propositions 1 and 2 together imply that

the function associated with expectancy is monotonic increasing

with a first derivative greater than zero. The fact that

"research evidence does not support the multiplicative calcula-

tion required by the [force] model before an individual is

motivated to exert some effort" (Hellreigel and Slocum, 1979,

p. 415) could be due to a lack of smoothness, continuity, or

strictly increasing monotonicity in the expectancy function.

It is possible that the functional form of expectancy is more

like f(x) or f(y) in Figure 2 than f(z). That is, perhaps

expectancy has a "binary" nature; in a practical sense, expec-

tancy might take on only values of zero or one (Morehouse, 1979).

If expectancy does have a binary nature, then when

expectancy is low, force is best predicted by assuming that

expectancy is zero. Over some range of low values of expec-

tancy, force is dominated by expectancy and is equal to zero.

When expectancy is greater than some "threshold" level, force

is best predicted by assuming that expectancy is equal to one.

Over this range of higher expectancy values, force is dominated

by, and proportional to, valence. Morehouse (1979), using an

approach suggested by Stahl and Harrell (1979), tested the

force model at three levels of expectancy -- 0, 0.4, and 0.8.

His findings do, indeed, support the notion that expectancy

has a binary nature.

Additional Variables. Mitchell (1979) and others note

that variables outside the expectancy model may affect behavior.

15



For example, force may be moderated by the difficulty of the

task or external pressures from friends or family. One factor

that has been studied is an internal characteristic called

"locus- of control."

Locus of control is a concept that was introduced by

Rotter in 1966 and is defined as a "personality dimension

characterized by beliefs concerning one's influence or control

over events occurring in the environment" (Ivancevich, et al.,

1977, p. 564). Individuals with an "internal" locus of control

tend to believe that they have a great deal of control over

what happens to them, while those with an "external" locus of

control tend to attribute events to luck, fate, or powerful

others. Studies by Lied and Pritchard (1976); Mitchell, Smyser

and Weed (1975); and Sims, Szilagyi, and McKemey (1976) indi-

cate that people with an internal locus of control have higher

expectancies than those with an external locus of control.

Problem Statement

The primary purpose of this research is to examine

Propositions 1 and 2 of Vroom's (1964) expectancy theory. In

particular, this study was designed to do three things:

1) Use policy capturing to test the valence model and

determine if knowledge of second-level valences

increases one's ability to predict first-level valence.

2) Test the force model at three levels of expectancy

to determine if the function associated with

expectancy does have a binary nature.

16



3) Investigate the correlation between force and locus

of control.

Summary

Although Vroom's basic propositions have not yet been

proven, they remain undenied (Morehouse, 1979). While metho-

dological issues and theory modifications have confused and

confounded many researchers in their efforts to test expectancy

theory, policy capturing has provided a new tool which resolves

some of the issues. This thesis, which builds directly upon

the work of Morehouse (1979) and Stahl and Harrell (1979),

re-examines Vroom's basic propositions. The chapters that

follow contain a discussion of methodology, research results,

and the meaning of those results.

17



II. METHODOLOGY

This study is essentially a replication and extension

of the work done by Stahl and Harrell (1979) and Morehouse

(1979). The instruments and methodology used in this study

closely parallel theirs. Therefore, an extensive discussion

of how the instruments were developed in not included in this

chapter. Rather, the discussion here centers upon how the

earlier instruments were adapted for use in this study. In

addition, the subjects, the data collection procedures, and the

data analysis techniques of this study are discussed.

Subjects

The subjects for this research were 115 Air Force officers

who were graduate students at the Air Force Institute of Tech-

nology (AFIT) School of Engineering and School of Systems and

Logistics. Most of the officers were captains, but majors

and first and second lieutenants also participated in the study.

The subjects had an average age of about 30 years and an aver-

age time in the service of about eight years.

By accepting an assignment to AFIT, each officer had

recently made a decision relating to job choice or job satis-

faction. Each officer could expect to make a similar decision

prior to graduation, which for most the students was between

12 and 18 months away. Thus, these subjects were qualified by

actual experience to make decisions concerning job choice and

18



-job satisfaction. (The term "job" is used here in a narrow

sense; it is not the same as "career" or "occupation.")

Instruments

Basic Format. The basic instrument used in this study

was a "Decision-Making Exercise for Air Force Officers"

modeled after instruments designed by Stahl and Harrell(1979)

; and Morehouse (1979). Appendices A, B, and C contain copies

of three of the six instruments used in this study. Each of

the first four instruments had an introduction followed by

three sections. Section I was for the collection of demographic

data; Section II contained a policy-capturing instrument;

Section III contained an instrument that measured locus of con-

trol. Each section contained specific instructions for the

coTn latin" nf that section. Th last tw of the six instruments

contained only an introduction, a policy-capturing section,

and instructions.

Each of the policy-capturing instruments required the

subjects to make 24 sets of decisions--Decision A and Decision

B. First, a hypothetical first-level outcome was described in

terms of a set of second-level outcomes and instrumentalities.

Based on this description, the subject made Decision A, which

indicated the attractiveness of the first-level outcome. Decision

A corresponds to V. in Vroom's valence model. Decision A was

followed by further information concerning the expectancy of

being able to attain or avoid the first-level outcome if the

individual exerted a great effort to attain or avoid it. One

19



of three levels of expectancy, high (probability = 80%),

moderate (probability = 40%), and zero (probability - 0%) was

presented. After receiving this information, the subject made

Decision B, which indicated the amount of effort the subject

would exert to attain or avoid the outcome. Decision B corres-

ponds to Fi in Vroom's force model.

Job Choice-Job Satisfaction. In the job choice and job

satisfaction exercises, 24 hypothetical jobs were described in

terms of four second-level outcomes: geographic location,

family preferences for work conditions, utilization of special

skills and knowledge, and chances for promotion. Two levels

of instrumentality, "very positive" and "very negative," were

used. The four second-level outcomes were considered by Stahl

and Harrell (1979) to be more relevant to Air Force officers

than other possible second-level outcomes. For example, salary

was not included because an officer's salary is a function of

the officer's rank and time in service and is not directly

affected by the actual job the officer holds within the military

service. In the job choice and job satisfaction exercises, each

Decision A reflected the attractiveness of the job to the sub-

ject. The two types of exercises differed primarily in terms

of Decision B.

In the job choice exercises the subjects were asked to

assume that they were about to be reassigned and that each

hypothetical job was vacant. Each Decision B indicated the

effort a subject would exert to get or avoid a hypothetical job.

-In the job satisfaction exercises the subjects were asked to

20



assume that they presently held each hypothetical job and that

they might be reassigned. Here each Decision B indicated how

much effort the subject would exert to leave or remain in the

hypothetical job.

Highlighted Expectancy. An analysis of the first two

sets of data suggested that the subjects did not use the expec-

tancy information, perhaps because the size of the print and

its location made the information hard to read. Therefore, a

second two sets of data were collected with instruments on

which the expectancy word descriptions, "high", "moderate",

and "zero," were marked with a yellow see-through marking pen.

After the data for the first four exercises had been

collected and analyzed, interviews with some of the subjects

indicated that even thouth - r nf the hypnthetical jobs

had an expectancy of zero associated with them, the subjects

did not believe that the probability of getting, avoiding,

remaining in, or leaving a job was really zero if great effort

were exerted. The officers' perceptions of how the USAF Military

Personnel Center (MPC) operated seemed to confound the first four

data collection efforts. As a result, the final data collection

effort was made.

Job Choice-Student Effort. Two instruments were used in

the final data collection effort. The first instrument was the

student effort (SE) instrument designed by Morehouse (1979).

It described getting an "A" in a course in terms of three

second-level outcomes: improved GPA, regard of classmates, and

personal satisfaction. Two levels of instrumentality, "zero"
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and "very positive," were used. Each Decision A indicated the

attractiveness of getting an "A" in a hypothetical course. As

in the other instruments, one of three levels of expectancy

(0, 0.4, 0.8) was then provided. Each Decision B indicated

the amount of additional effort the student would exert to get

an "A" in a hypothetical course. The second instrument in

this data collection effort was a job choice (JC) instrument

with expectancy highlighted. Demographic and locus of control

data were not collected with either instrument. The student

effort instrument was used because the decisions made by the

subjects were not related to perceptions of MPC policies, and

the job choice instrument provided a basis for comparison.

Instrument Designations. The six versions of the

decision-making exercise are designated as follows:

1) Job Choice-without Highlight JC-H

2) Job Satisfaction-without Highlight JS-R

3) Job Choice-with Highlight JC-H

4) Job Satisfaction-with Highlight JS-H

5) Job Choice JC

6) Student Effort SE

Locus of Control. Each of the first four exercises

contained a 15-item version of Rotter's (1966) 29-item,

internal-external (I-E) locus of control instrument. The 15

items were those that, according to Cherlin and Bourque (1974)

and Stahl (1979), reliably measure general control. A score

of 15 on the forced-choice instrument was the maximum possible

external score. One point was scored for each "A" answer to

questions 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13; and each "B"
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answer to the other questions (see Section III of the Job

Choice Exercise in Appendix A).

Orthogonality. The job choice and job satisfaction

exercises employed a half-replicate of a full factorial design.

The combinations of four second-level outcomes at two levels of

instrumentality and three levels of expectancy resulted in 24

hypothetical jobs (24 x 3 x 1/2). A half-replicate was used

because 48 hypothetical jobs would have made the instruments

too long to be completed in a reasonably short amount of time.

Furthermore, interactions between the second-level outcomes

were assumed to be negligible, so a full factorial design was

not needed. The student effort exercise employed a full fac-

torial design. The combinations of three second-level outcomes

at two levels of instrumentality and three levels of expectancy

also resulted in 24 hypothetical decision situations (23 x 3).

The job and course descriptions generated by these designs

were randomly arranged within the policy-capturing instruments.

Expectancy Levels. The three levels of expectancy (0,

0.4, 0.8) were chosen to facilitate the investigation of the

nature of the function associated with expectancy. The original

job choice instrument designed by Stahl and Harrell (1979) had

only two levels of expectancy, 0.2 and 0.8, both of which seem

to be above the assumed binary threshold described in Chapter I.

It was assumed that an expectancy of zero would be below the

binary threshold and that the expectancies of 0.4 and 0.8 would

both be above the threshold.

Pretesting. Because the instruments used in this study

d were adapted from other very similar instruments, extensive
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pretesting was not conducted. Five job choice and five job

satisfaction exercises were distributed to and completed by

AFIT students. Interviews conducted after the exercises were

completed indicated that the students had no difficulty in

understanding or completing the exercises, so the instruments

were distributed without revision.

Data Collection

Twenty-seven JC-R and 27 JS-IT exercises were distributed

to students just beginning their first quarter in the AFIT

School of Engineering. None of these students had been exposed

to earlier expectancy theory research at AFIT. Each student

received one of the two exercises at the beginning of class

one day and was asked to return the completed exercises the

next day. There was no discussion of the exercises except for

the statement that the results would be incorporated in a

master's thesis. In all cases the completion of the exercises

was voluntary and, except for those subjects who requested

feedback and provided a name and address, anonymous.

After the JC-II and JS-F exercises were analyzed, 86

first-quarter students in the AFIT School of Systems and

Logistics received either a JC-H or a JS-H exercise through

the school's distribution system. Each exercise had a note

attached requesting that the exercise be completed and placed

in a designated collection box. Again, participation was

voluntary and, except for those requesting feedback, anonymous.

After the JC-H and JS-H exercises were analyzed, 16
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students in a research management course completed the SE and

JC exercises in class as a part of their coursework. To pre-

serve anonymity and still be able to receive personal feedback,

each student marked both of the exercises with a unique numeri-

cal identifier. The SE exercise was completed first; no verbal

instructions were given. The JC exercise was then distributed

and verbal instructions were given in addition to the written

instructions. The officers were told to assume that the

expectancy information in the JC exercise had been given to

them by their career advisor at MPC. If the job was attrac-

tive (Decision A greater than zero), a "high" expectancy

meant that the officer would be assigned to that job if the

officer exerted some effort to get the job; a "moderate"

expectancy meant that the officer might be assigned to the job

if effort to get the job was expended; a "zero" expectancy

- .meant that the officer would not get the job no matter how

much effort was expended. For unattractive jobs, the expectan-

cies took on opposite meanings.

Data Analysis Techniques

Data analysis was accomplished through the use of proce-

dures in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)

(Nie, et al, 1975) and a Fortran program designed to do regres-

sion analysis. (The Fortran program is presented in Appendix

D.) Because the mathematical procedures used in this study

are common in behavioral research, the actual mathematical

computations are not discussed. Only the applications of the
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of the procedures are discussed.

Frequency Analysis. A frequency analysis procedure was

used to obtain descriptive statistics for 1) demographic data,

such as age, rank, and sex; 2) raw numerical data, such as the

values of Decision A and Decision B; and 3) calculated numeri-

cal data, such as locus of control and coefficient of

determination.

Regression Analysis. The 24 attractiveness decisions

(Decision A) made by each subject were regressed on the instru-

mentalities associated with the second-level outcomes. In

performing the regression, an instrumentality of "very positive"

was translated to +1, "zero" remained zero, and "very negative"

became -1. The regression analysis allowed the computation of

hnth the coefficient of determination, R. ) nd the hta weight)

1, of each second-level outcome for each subject.

The R2 of a regression equation is a measure of internal

reliability. The data from one subject who had an R2 of less

than 0.35 were discarded because that data merely added noise

to the analysis. Likewise, data from twelve subjects who did

not fully complete the policy-capturing instrument were not

used. (These were the only two reasons for which data were

discarded.)

An adjusted R2 (Nie, et al, 1975) was calculated for each

subject. The adjusted R2 compensates for the inflation of the

normal R2 that occurs when a small number of data points is

used in the regression. (With 24 data points for each subject,

the difference between the normal R2 and the adjusted R2 is
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noticeable but not significant.)

The beta weights were calculated because they represent

the valence of the second-level outcomes. The use of beta

weights as valences avoids an issue raised by Schmidt (1973);

because the beta weights are pure numbers and the instrumentali-

ties are stated values, they can be multiplied without error.

Correlation Analysis. The Pearson product-moment

correlation, r, was a major tool of the data analysis. The

square of the correlation, r2 , has the same meaning as the

coefficient of determination, R2; both represent the amount of

variance one variable (or set of variables) can explain in the

values of another variable. Correlational analysis was used

in the investigation of all three research questions discussed

in Chapter I.

Paired-Sample t-Test. The only statistical - st used

in this study was the paired-sample t-test of the difference

between means. A grouped-data t-test would not have been appro-

priate because this study was designed to test expectancy

theory as a within-person model of behavior, not as an across-

person model.

S i2
'I
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III. RESULTS

Return Rate

One hundred seventy-two exercises were distributed;

128 were returned; 115 were usable. The thirteen that were

not usable consisted of twelve that had responses missing in

the policy-capturing section of the exercise and one that had

an R2 of less than 0.35. The overall response rate was 74.4%;

the effective response rate was 66.9%. Table I shows the

return rate information for each of the six different versions

of the exercise.

Demographic Data

Demographic data for each of the first four groups of

subjects are presented in Table II. Demographic data were not

collected from the sixteen subjects who completed the JC and

SE instruments, but all of those subjects were male and, as a

group, they were not unlike the subjects in the first four

groups.

Reliability

The firsttep in analyzing the data was to examine the

reliability of the instruments by regressing the instrumentali-

ties on the attractiveness decisions (Decisions A) and calcula-

ting the coefficient of determination, R2 , for each subject.

The average R2 for the job choice and job satisfaction exercises
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was 0.872; the average adjusted R2 was 0.853; the minimum

adjusted R2 was 0.572. Twelve exercises were discarded be-

cause the policy-capturing sections had not been completed.

The student effort exercises had an average R2 of 0.687, an

average adjusted R2 of 0.686, and a minimum adjusted R2 of

0.392. One exercise with an R2 of 0.223 was discarded.

The high R2s, particularly for the job-related exercises,

indicate that all of the subjects were internally consistent

in their decision making. Table III contains a reliability

summary for each of the six versions of the policy-capturing

instrument.

Test of the Valence Model

Regression Analysis. The regression performed in

examining the reliability of the exercises resulted in the

creation of a linear policy model, in the form of a regression

equation, for each subject. The beta weights of the regression

equations were treated as second-level valences. The differ-

ences in the mean beta weights, as shown in Table IV, indicate

that there were within-person variances in assigning valences

to the second-level outcomes. The standard deviations of the

beta weights indicate the extent of the across-person varia-

tions in assigning valences to the different second-level

outcomes. It is the ability of policy capturing to reveal

these within-person and across-person differences in valence

that makes policy capturing a powerful tool in examining the

valence model.
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Correlation Analysis. After the regression analysis

was completed, two squared Pearson product-moment correlations,

r2 s, were calculated for each subject. The first was between

1) the Decisions A made by a subject and 2) the equally-weighted

sums of the instrumentalities of the exercise the subject had

completed. The second was between 1) the Decisions A made by

the subject and 2) the individually beta-weighted sums of the

instrumentalities of the same exercise. (The value of the

second mean squared correlation is equal to the mean coeffi-

cient of determination, R
2.)

t-Tests. Table V contains a summary of the six paired-

sample t-tests performed between the mean squared correlations.

All six of the t-tests strongly support the valence model as

Vroom (1964) described it in Proposition I. In this study,

the beta-weighted sums of instrumentalities hold greater pre-

dictive power than do the equally-weighted sums of instrumentali-

ties. Individuals do, indeed, seem to 1) assign valences to

second-level outcomes and 2) use those second-level valences

in assigning a valence to a first-level outcome.

Tests of the Force Model

According to Vroom (1964), force is equal to the product

of a first-level valence and an expectancy. In the exercises,

the subjects indicated the valence of the first-level outcomes

when they made Decision A. An expectancy of 0, 0.4, or 0.8

was given for each first-level outcome. The subject then made

Decision B, which indicated the amount of effort a subject
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TABLE V

Tests of Explained Variation in the Valence
Model - Beta-Weighted Instrumentalities
versus Equally-Weighted Instrumentalities

Mean Squared
Instrument Variables Correlation t-value df Two-Tailed p

Coefficient

DA, BWI 0.851
JC- 8.35 17 0.000

DA, EWI 0.584

DA, BWI 0.884JS-IT 7.40 17 0.000

DA, EWI 0.601

DA, BWI 0.882
JC-H 9.95 30 0.000

DA, EWI 0.601

DA, BWI 0.858
JS-H' 7.10 16 0.000

DA, EWI 0.614

DA, BWI 0.881
JC 5.57 15 0.000

DA, EWI 0.669

DA, BWI 0.687
SE 5.57 15 0.000

DA, EWI 0.567

DA - Decision A, first-level valence
BWI - Sum of the beta-weighted instrumentalities
EWI - Sum of the equally-weighted instrumentalities
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would exert to attain or avoid the first-level outcome.

Theoretically, one should be able to predict Decision B by

multiplying Decision A by the associated expectancy.

Tests with Three Levels of Expectancy. The first step

in testing the force model was to calculate two squared

correlations for each subject. The first was between.Decision

A (DA) and Decision B (DB), and the second was between the

product of Decision A and the associated expectancy (EDA) and

Decision B. Table VI shows that for four of the job-related

exercises, DA was a significantly (p < 0.05) better predictor

of DB than was EDA. In the other job-related exercise, the

difference was not statistically significant. In the student

effort exercise, the EDA was a significantly better predictor

of DB than was DA alone.

The next step in testing the force model was to calculate

another squared correlation. This squared correlation was

between the product of Decision A and the associated "binary"

expectancy (BDA) and DB. As was indicated in Chapter I, a

binary expectancy can have only one of two values, either zero

or one. Thus, in calculating BDA, the 0.4 and 0.8 values of

the given expectancies were changed to 1; the zero values were

unchanged. Table VII shows the results of the comparisons

between the mean squared correlations between DA and DB, and

the mean squared correlations between BDA and DB. This time

four statistically significant results emerged, and again the

job-related tests differed from the student effort test.

Obviously, the results of the first two sets of tests are
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TABLE VI

Tests of Explained Variation in the Force
Model - Continuous Expectancy versus

First-Level Valence

Mean Squared

Instrument Variables Correlation t-Value df Two-Tailed p
Coefficient

DA, DB 0.786
JC-FI 4.42 17 0.000

EDA, DB 0.621

DA, DB 0.784
JS-FT 6.72 17 0.000

EDA, DB 0.548

DA, DB 0.750
JC-H 2.49 30 0.018

EDA, DB 0.626

DA, DB 0.676
JS-H 1.59 15 0.133

EDA, DB 0.581

DA, DB 0.771
JC 3.22 15 0.006

EDA, DB 0.615

DA, DB 0.293
SE 4.80 14 0.000

EDA, DB 0.629

I
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TABLE VIII Tests of Explained Variation in the Force
Model - Binary Expectancy versus

First-Level Valence

11 Mean Squared
Instrument Variable Correlation t-Value df Two-Tailed p

Coefficient

DA, DB 0.786

JC-f 2.50 17 0.023
BDA, DB 0.683

DA, DB 0.784
JS-I 4.84 17 0.000

BDA, DB 0.606

DA, DB 0.750
JC-H 1.25 30 0.220

BDA, DB 0.685

DA, DB 0.676
JS-H 0.45 15 0.656

BDA, DB 0.648

DA, DB 0.771
JC 2.29 15 0.037

BDA, DB 0.662

DA, DB 0.293
SE 4.11 14 0.001

BDA, DB 0.582
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less than conclusive.

A third set of tests was then performed, this time bet-

ween the mean squared correlation of EDA and DB, and the mean

squared correlation of BDA and DB. As Table VIII shows,

converting a continuous expectancy to a binary expectancy

significantly increases the predictive power of the force

model in the job-related exercises. The tests revealed no

statistically'significant difference between the two types

of expectancy in the student effort model.

From these three sets of tests on the job-related data

one might conclude that a first-level valence (DA) is the

best predictor of force (DB), that the product of the first-

level valence and the associated binary expectancy (BDA) is

the next best predictor of force, and that the product of the

first-level valence and the associated continuous expectancy

(EDA) is the least accurate predictor of force. For the stu-

dent effort data, however, EDA and BDA were both better pre-

dictors of DB than was DA. There was no statistically

significant difference between EDA and BDA.

Tests with One Level of Expectancy Excluded. In addition

to these three types of tests, another form of analysis, first

performed by Morehouse (1979), was accomplished. This analysis

also involved calculating 1) the mean squared correlation

between DA and DB, and 2) the mean squared correlation between

EDA and DB. However, each time those calculations were made,

the decisions associated with one level of expectancy were

excluded. A paired-sample t-test was then performed between
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TABLE VIII

Tests of Explained Variation in the Force
Model - Continuous Expectancy Versus

Binary Expectancy

Mean Squared
Instrument Variables Correlation t-Value df Two-Tailed pCoefficient

EDA, DB 0.621JC-IT 8.28 17 0.000

BDA, DB 0.683

EDA, DB 0.548
Js-F 11.92 17 0.000

BDA, DB 0.606

EDA, DB 0.626
JC -H 7.37 30 0.000

BDA, DB 0.685

EDA, DB 0.581
JS-H 9.93 15 0.000

BDA, DB 0.648

EDA, DB 0.615
JC 6.23 15 0.000

BDA, DB 0.662

EDA, DB 0.629
SE 1.25 14 0.233

BDA, DB 0.582

I
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each of the three sets of mean squared correlations for each

of the six sets of data. Thus, 18 paired-sample t-tests were

performed; the results are shown in Table IX.

Morehouse (1979) hypothesized that if DA were not a

good predictor of DB where expectancy was not equal to zero,

and if DA were a good predictor of DB where expectancy was

equal to 0.4 or 0.8, expectancy could be thought of as a binary

variable or, as he called it, a "dichotomous" variable. Indeed,

the results of this type of analysis, when applied to the stu-

dent effort exercise, tend to confirm Morehouse's findings--

expectancy is a binary variable.

The same analysis, when applied to the job-related

exercises, does not support the concept of expectancy as a

binary variable. In those cases DA was a better predictor of

DB than was EDA calculated with one of the three levels of

expectancy omitted. In 11 of the 15 job-related t-tests,

the difference was statistically significant.

Locus of Control

It was hypothesized that a subject with an external locus

of control would have a higher percentage of Decisions B equal

to zero when the associated expectancy was equal to zero than

would a subject with an internal locus of control. If that

were true, there should be a significant correlation between

the locus of control variable and the corresponding "percent

zero" variable. Table X shows those correlations.

Only one of those correlations is statistically significant,
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TABLE IX

Tests of Explained Variation in the Force
Model - One Level of Expectancy Excluded

Mean Squared
Instrument Variables Correlation t-Value df Two-Tailed p

Coefficient

Jc-IT DA, DB 0.883 9.78 17 0.000
E 00 EDA, DB 0.799

JC-IT DA, DB 0.7292.9 1003
E 0 0.4 EDA, DB 0.5672.9 1003

cIT DA, DB 0.7602.6 10
EJOO.8 E.A6 17 0.68.009

jsrrDA, DB 0.58

DA D .8911.80 17 0.000E 0 EDA, DB 0.762

JS-ff DA, DB 0.7414. 1 70 0 0
EOO0.4 EDA, DB 0.500

S- DA, DB 0.795 S.72 17 0.000
E#0.8 EDA, DB 0.503

DA, DB 0.856
JC -H 7.36 30 0.000
E #0 EDA, DB 0.776

JC-H DA, DB 0.658088 3033

Ej~.4 EDA, DB 0.604

JC-H DA, DB 0.6711.0 3028
E7O0.8 EDA, DB 0.597
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Table IX (continued)

Mean Squared
Instrument Variables Correlation t-Value df Two-Tailed p

Coefficient

JS-H DA, DB 0.812 1.1 1 .0

E0 FO DA, DB 0.722 1.1 1 .0

JS-H DA, DB 0.6030.1 i 048
E#~0.4 EDA, DB 0.541

JS-H DA, DB 0.643 0.38 15 0.709
EOO0.8 FDA, DB 0.605

icDA, DB 0.854 5.63 15 0.000
E 0 FDA, DB 0.790

icDA, DB 0.727 2.20 is 0.044
EOO0.4 FDA, DB 0.S71

icDA, DB 0.752 2.84 is 0.012
E$0.8 EDA, DB 0.544

SE DA, DB 0.499 1.10 14 0.289
W~ EDA, DB 0.566

SE DA, DB 0.2575.8 1 000
E#0.4 EDA, DB 5.2.17000

SE D, DB0.7126

EDA0D.032 2.58 12 0.024
EJ0. EDA, DB 0.597
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TABLE X

Correlations Between Locus of Control
and Percentage of Decisions B Equal
to Zero Where Expectancy Equals Zero

Instrument JC-A JS-T JC-H JS-H

Correlation 0.177 0.584* 0.062 -0.150

*one-tailed p < 0.01

and in the context of the other correlations, this investigator

is inclined to dismiss that correlation as spurious. Thus, the

limited analysis done in this study did not support the hypo-

thesis that a relationship exists between an individual's locus

of control and the amount of force that individual exerts.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Summary

The focus of this thesis is expectancy theory, which

Victor H. Vroom first presented in 1964 in his book, Work

and Motivation. Vroom described two models--the valence

model and the force model. The valence model described why

a person finds certain outcomes attractive or unattractive.

The force model described how much effort a person will exert

to attain or avoid an outcome.

Both of the models had been tested, but results were

mixed. Some researchers concluded that the models had theor-

etical shortcomings, which they tried to correct by expanding

and refining the models. When the new models also received

only mixed support, it was suggested that the test methodolo-

gies were incorrect--not the models. Therefore, the original

models should be retested.

One suggestion was to test the valence model through

the use of policy capturing, a mathematical technique of

modeling human decision-making (Mitchell and Beach, 1977).

Another suggestion was that the lack of support for the force

model might be the result of a binary (0 or 1), rather than

continuous nature in expectancy (Morehouse, 1979). A third

suggestion was that an individual's locus of control might

affect the amount of force an individual will exert (Mitchell,
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1979). The purpose of this thesis, then, was to test the

original valence and force models with these suggestions in

mind.

One hundred fifteen Air Force Institute of Technology

graduate students participated in the study. Three types of

instruments were used to collect data from five different

groups. Each group received instruments related to either

job choice or job satisfaction; one group also received a

student effort instrument. Each instrument required a subject

to make 24 pairs of decisions. The first decision indicated

the attractiveness, or valence, of a first-level outcome. The

second decision indicated how much force the subject would

exert to attain or avoid that outcome. The first- and second-

level outcomes, the instrumentalities, and the expectancies

for each pair of decisions were stated (not measured) values.

The data from the instruments were examined through frequency

analysis, regression analysis, correlation analysis, and

paired-sample t-tests.

The subjects were internally consistent in completing

the instruments. The lowest average adjusted R2 for any one

of the six groups of data was 0.686; the next lowest was 0.828.

The lowest adjusted R2 for an individual was 0.392; the next

lowest was 0.549. Thus, the instruments are reliable.

There was strong support for the valence model. In each

of the six groups of data a sum of beta-weighted instrumentali-

ties had significantly more predictive power than did a sum

of equally-weighted instrumentalities. Knowledge of second-level
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valences does increase one's ability to predict first-level

valence.

Tests of the force model did not support the multipli-

cative calculations the model requires. In the job-related

exercises, first-level valence was the most accurate predictor

of force; the product of the first-level valence and a binary

expectancy was the next best predictor; the product of the

first-level valence and continuous expectancy was the least

accurate predictor. The student effort exercises had

different results--expectancy did seem to have a binary nature.

In reviewing all 36 of the tests of explained variation

in the force model, it is clear that student effort decisions

differ from job-related decisions. There are at least two

possible reasons for the difference. First of all, job-related

decisions tend to depend upon information from outside sources

--the Military Personnel Center (MPC), for example. If MPC

"officially" indicates that an officer will not be able to

get, avoid, leave, or stay in a particular job, the officer

might believe that the desired outcome can be attained through

"unofficial" channels. Student effort decisions, on the other

hand, tend to be based upon personal observation or upon

easily verified information from professors or other students.

Thus, the source of information may alter an officer's percep-

tion of being able to attain or avoid an outcome.

Secondly, the scales for Decision A are not necessarily

comparable across instruments. For example, a job that has a

rating of +5 on a job-related attractiveness scale could
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reasonably be expected to have a higher actual valence than

receiving an A in a course even though receiving an A is

rated +5 on the student effort attractiveness scale. An

individual might perform an "effort-benefit" analysis and

conclude that even though there is very little chance of

attaining a job-related outcome, the possible benefits of

attaining the outcome justify expending great effort. The

ratio of effort required to get an A in a course to benefit

derived from getting the A in the course would seem to be

much higher than a job-related effort-benefit ratio. Whatever

may be the reasons for the differences in results between the

student effort and the job-related exercises, they were not

further investigated in this study.

Conclusion

Expectancy theory, as a whole, remains unproven. The

valence model has received strong and consistent support in

this study. The force model received only weak and inconsis-

tent support. In this study, job-related effort decisions

were obviously different from student effort decisions. The

differences may lie in the sources of information used to

make the decisions; perhaps the differences lie in how some

type of effort-benefit ratio is perceived.

Just as policy capturing has made possible accurate

testing of the valence model, perhaps some new, as yet unknown,

test of the force model is required. The force model cannot

yet be discarded--its intuitive appeal is too great and there

is nothing better to take its place.
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APPENDIX A

JOB CHOICE EXERCISE
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A DECISION-MAKING EXERCISE FOR AF OFFICERS

This decision-making exercise is designed to investigate how individuals

make job-related decisions. Your cooperation in this research will be both

sincerely appreciated and strictly confidential.

The exercise contains three sections. Section I simply involves general

information about yourself; Section II requires you to make several job-related

decisions; Section III asks you to decide which statement in each of several

pairs of statements is more accurate. From this information, several hypo-

I theses concerning how individuals make job-related decisions will be statisti-

* cally tested. The results will be incorporated in a master's thesis at the

Air Force Institute of Technology.

If you want to know how your decisions compare with those of your

contemporaries, a summnary comparison will be mailed to you upon completion of

* - * the research. To receive this information, please print your name and address

in the space provided at the end of the exercise.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION

5
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S.1

PRIVACY STATEMENT

In accordance with paragraph 30, AFR 12-35, the following information is

provided as required by the Privacy Act of 1974:

a.. Authority

(1) 5 U.S.C. 301, Departmental Regulations: and/or

(2) 10 U.S.C. 80-12, Secretary of the Air Force, Powers and Duties,
Delegation By.

b. Principal purposes. The decision making exercise is being conducted
to collect information to be used in research aimed at illuminating and providing
inputs to the solution of problems of interest to the Air Force and/or DOD.

c. Routine Uses. The decision making data will be converted to information
for research use toward management related problems. Results of the research,
based on the data provided, will be included in a written master's thesis and
may also be included in published articles, reports, or texts. Distribution
of the results of the research, based on the decision making exercise data,
whether in written form or orally presented, will be unlimited.

d. Participation in this decision making exercise is entirely voluntary.

e. No adverse action of any kind may be taken against any individual
who elects not to participate in any or all of this exercise.
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SECTION I

General Information

Please circle the most correct response or fill in the blank.

1. What is your current rank?

A. 2nd Lt C. Capt E. Lt Col
B. Ist Lt D. Major

2. What is your time in grade? years

3. What is your time in service? years

4. What was the Duty Air Force Specialty Code (DAFSC) for your last job?

5. In what discipline did you earn your undergraduate degree?

A. Arts D. Management
B. Business/Accounting E. Sciences
C. Engineering F. Other

6. In what discipline are you earning your master's degree?

A. Aero Eng G. Logistics
B. Astro Eng H. Nuclear Eng
C. Civil Eng 1. Ops Research
D. Computer Systems J. Systems Eng
E. Electrical Eng K. Systems Management
F. Eng Physics L. Other .

7. What is your age? - years

8. What is your sex?

A. Male B. Female

9. What is your marital status?

A. Single C. Divorced E. Widow/Widower
B. Married D. Separated

10. Indicate the ages of your children, if any.
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SECTION II

Decision-Making Exercise

This section contains a decision-making exercise. During the exercise

you should assume that you have been notified that you will soon be reassigned.

A number of jobs are available to you. These jobs do not differ from each

other in any respect, except for the factors that are described to you in each

instance. In each case, you are asked to make two decisions. First (Decision A),

you should judge the attractiveness of the job, based upon the outcomes

associated with the four key factors presented to you. Second (Decision B).

you should decide how much effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or

getting the job, based upon all of the information provided to you about the

job.

Work briskly, but do not hurry. There are no "correct" or "incorrect"

decisions for these cases, so express your true feelings and intentions.

You should attempt to finish the complete exercise in a single sitting, which

should take about 15 minutes. Thank you for your cooperation in participating

in this study.
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JOB #1

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. .. VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. .VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY ?AEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 .+l 2 +3 v4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #2

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY MI!EGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . .VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. .VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get It
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JOB #3

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ... .............. .VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . .VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. .VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... .VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is rODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #4

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... ......... . .... VERY POSIT.IVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. .. VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. .VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... ......... ..... .. VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it
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JOB #5

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ..... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your familywants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ............... .. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... .VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 -4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #6

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--
--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is . .. .. .. .. .. . .. VERY POSITIVE
--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) Is. . VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ............... .. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank Is ...... .................... .VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it
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JOB #7

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #8

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ........ ....... ..... VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . .VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ........... . .VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is .... ................ . . .VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it
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JOB #9

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . .VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................ VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB.#10

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is . . . ........ VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. .. VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge i.s .... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ... .... ................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, Indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 . +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability - 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it
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JOB #11

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this jnb in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--
--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. .. VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY POSITIVE
--being promoted lo the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE
DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 -4 +S
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job.
the likelihood that you will be successful is IIODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #12

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--
--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. .VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is . . ...... ................ VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and 'outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

46
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JOB #13

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is . .. ............. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability - 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #14

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ....... .......... VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is .... ................ . . .VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability - 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

Gra efor 4 3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +t

Great effort to Great effort toiiavoid it get it
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JOB #15

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--thework conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE
--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get.this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #16

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is . . ..... ......... VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. .. VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ..................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 * +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be s4ccessful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

- -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Great effort to Great effort to

avoid it get it
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JOB #17

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................ VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 v4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Great effort to Great effort to

avoid it get it

JOB #18

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--
--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . .VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................ VERY NEGATIVE
--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is fODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid It get it
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The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is ... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ............... .VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #20

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--.

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is .... ............ VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ........ ................ VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this Job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is t1ODERATE (probability * 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it
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JOB #21

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If yoj exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #22

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is.. . .. ............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge i.s ... ............. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ............. ..... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3' -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it
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JOB #23

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ................ .VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 v4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,
the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it

JOB #24

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . .VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to avoid this job or to get this job,

the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to avoiding or getting this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
avoid it get it
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-] SECTION III

The questions in this final part of the survey are intended to find out
the way in which certain important events in our society affect different
people. Each item consists of a pair of items lettered a or b. Please
select the one statement of each pair (and only one) which you more strongly
believe to be the case as far as you are concerned. Be sure to select the
one you actually believe to be more true rather than the one you think you
should choose or the one which you would like to be true. This is a measure
of personal belief, so obviously, there are no right or wrong answers. In some
instances you may find that you believe both statements or neither one. In
such cases, be sure to select the one you more strongly believe to be the case
as far as you are concerned. Respond to. each question independently of how you
answered any other question. Again, answer by circling the letter corresponding
to the answer you more strongly believe to be the case as far as you are concerned.

1. a) Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to bad
luck.

b) People's misfortunes result from mistakes they make.

2. a) In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world.

b) Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized no
matter how hard he tries.

3. a) Without the right breaks, one cannot be an effective leader.

b) Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken advantage
of their opportunities.

4. a) No matter how hard you try, some people just don't like you.

b) People who can't get others to like them don't understand how to
get along with others.

5. a) I have often found that what is going to happen will happen.

b) Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making a
decision to take a definite course.

6. a) Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or
nothing to do with it.

b) Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at
the right time.

7. a) When I make plans I am almost certain that I can make them work.

b) It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things
turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.
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8. a) In my case, getting what I want has little or nothing to do with
luck.

b) Many times we might as well decide what to do by flipping a coin.

9. a) Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to be
in the right place first.

b) Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability; luck has
little or nothing to do with it.

10. a) Most people do not realize the extent to which their lives are
controlled by accidental happenings.

b) There is really no such thing as "iuck."

11. a) It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you.

b) How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.

120 a) In the long run, the bad things that happen to us are balanced by
the good ones.

b) Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance, laziness,
or all three.

13. a) Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that
happen to me.

b) It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an
important role in my life.

14. a) People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.

b) There is not much use in trying too hard to please people; if they
like you, they like you.

15. a) What happens to me is my own doing.

b) Sometimes I feel I don't have enough control over the direction my
life is taking.
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APPENDIX B

JOB SATISFACTION EXERCISE



A DECISION-MAKING EXERCISE FOR AF OFFICERS

This decision-making exercise is designed to investigate how individuals

*1I make job-related decisions. Your cooperation in this research will be both

sincerely appreciated and strictly confidential.

The exercise contains three sections. Section I simply involves general

information about yourself; Section II requires you to make several job-related

decisions; Section III asks you to decide which statement in each of several

pairs of statements is more accurate. From this information, several hypo-

theses concerning how individuals make job-related decisions will be statisti-

cally tested. The results will be incorporated in a master's thesis at the

Air Force Institute of Technology.

If you want to know how your decisions compare with those of your

contemporaries, a summary comparison will be mailed to you upon completion of

*the research. To receive this information, please print your name and address

in the space provided at the end of the exercise.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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PRIVACY STATEMENT

In accordance with paragraph 30, AFR 12-35, the following information is

provided as required by the Privacy Act of 1974:

a. Authority

(1) 5 U.S.C. 301, Departmental Regulations: and/or

(2) 10 U.S.C. 80-12, Secretary of the Air Force, Powers and Duties,
Delegation By.

b. Principal purposes. The decision making exercise is being conducted
to collect information to be used in research aimed at illuminating-and providing
inputs to the solution of problems of interest to the Air Force and/or DOD.

c. Routine Uses. The decision making data will be converted to information
for research use toward management related problems. Results of the research,
based on the data provided, will be included in a written master's thesis and
may also be included in published articles, reports, or texts. Distribution
of the results of the research, based on'the decision making exercise data,
whether in written form or orally presented, will be unlimited.

d. Participation in this decision making exercise is entirely voluntary.

e. No adverse action of any kind may be taken against any individual
who elects not to participate in any or all of this exercise.
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SECTION I

General Information

Please circle the most correct response or fill in the blank.

1. What is your current rank?
, A. 2nd Lt C. Capt E. Lt Col

B. 1st Lt D. Major

2. What is your time in grade? years

3. What is your time in service? years

4. What was the Duty Air Force Specialty Code (DAFSC) for your last job?

5. In what discipline did you earn your undergraduate degree?
A. Arts D. Management
B. Business/Accounting E. Sciences
C. Engineering F. Other

6. In what discipline are you earning your master's degree?
A. Aero Eng G. Logistics
B. Astro Eng H. Nuclear Eng
C. Civil Eng I. Ops Research
D. Computer Systems J. Systems Eng
E. Electrical Eng K. Systems Management
F. Eng Physics L. Other

7. What is your age? - years

8. What is your sex?

A. Male B. Female
9. What is your marital status?

A. Single C. Divorced E. Widow/Widower
B. Married 0. Separated

10. Indicate the ages of your children, if any.
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SECTION II

Decision-Making Exercise

This section contains a decision-making exercise. During the exercise,

you should assume that you have been notified that you might be reassigned.

A number of jobs are available to you, as is the option of remaining in your

current job. Assume that the job descriptions in this exercise refer to the

job you currently hold. The jobs described do not differ from each other in

any respect, except for the factors that are described to you in each instance.

In each case, you are asked to make two decisions. First (Decision A), you

should judge the attractiveness of the job, based upon the outcomes associated

with the four key factors presented to you. Second (Decision B), you should

decide how much effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in

your current job, based upon all of the information provided to you about the

job.

Work briskly, but do not hurry. There are no "correct" or "incorrect"

decisions for these cases, so express your true feelings and intentions. You

should attempt to finish the complete exercise in a single sitting, which

should take about 15 minutes. Thank you for your cooperation in participating

in this study.
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JOB #1

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is .................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is .... .................... .VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.
-5 -4 .- 3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood Information above in mind, indicate the
.level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB#2

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is .... .................... .VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

" Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability x 0%)

DECISION . With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-6 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to

leave it remain in it
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JOB #3

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilizatioh of your special skills and knowledge is .................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability = 40%)
DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB #4

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your familywants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above In mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability * 80%)

DECISION L. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +S

Great effort to Great effort to
leave It remain in it
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JOB #5

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is ... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is .................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ......... ...... ......... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 .- 3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 =1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB 06

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location Is ..... ... ..... .... VERY POSITIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability -0)1CISION B, With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.
.5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort toleave it remain in it
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JOB #7

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is ... VERY POSITIVE

-the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is. .... .. .. .. .. .. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability - 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB #8

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this Job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your famu lywants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime. etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the neAt higher rank is ................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this Job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability a 40%)

DECISION _. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it
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JOB #9

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ................. .VERY NEGATIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is ... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ...... . .......... VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB #10

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ................ .VERY POSITIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................ VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability a 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 i4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it
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JOB #11

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work condi ti ons your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc. ) is... VERY POSITIVE

-the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. 'If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, tie likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of-effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB #12

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is IODERATE (probability - 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, Indicete the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it
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JOB #13

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is .................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promted to the next higher rank is .... .................... .VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the lii.elihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB #14

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--thework conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. .. VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank Is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above In mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it



JOB #15

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic locatton is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is .................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB #16

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this joh and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge Is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it
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JOB #17

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ... .............. .VERY NEGATIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ...... . .......... .VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... .VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Velry
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability 80%)

DECISIOI B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB #18

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .................. .VERY POSITIVE

-- thework conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. .VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability = 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort
leave it remain in it
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JOB #19

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is ... ........ ...... VERY POSITIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is ... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is .................. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 *1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very VeryUnattracti ve Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likel hood that you will be successful is ZERO (probability a 0%)
DECISIMO G. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the

level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave It remain in it

JOB 120

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this Job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

-your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY IEGATIVE

-- thework conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

-being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability - 40%)

ECISIOLB. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, Indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +S

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it
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JOB # 21

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. VERY NEGATIVE

* --the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is .... .................... .VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A.' With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is HIGH (probability = 80%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -- 3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Great effort to Great effort to

leave it remain in it

JOB #22

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.-

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

-- the work conditions your family wants you to have (TOY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ................ VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +S

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability - 40%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in It
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JOB #23

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY NEGATIVE
--thework conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is... VERY POSITIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is .................. VERY POSITIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY NEGATIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of
this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be.successful is ZERO (probability = 0%)

DECISION B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this Job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4, +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it

JOB'#24

The four factors and outcomes shown below are associated with this job in the ways described.

The relationship between this job and--

--your assignment to a favorable geographic location is .... .............. VERY POSITIVE

--the work conditions your family wants you to have (TDY, stress, overtime, etc.) is. . . VERY NEGATIVE

--the utilization of your special skills and knowledge is ... ............. VERY NEGATIVE

--being promoted to the next higher rank is ...... .................... VERY POSITIVE

DECISION A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate the attractiveness of

this job to you.

-5 -4 -3 -2 .1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great effort either to leave this job or to remain in
this job, the likelihood that you will be successful is MODERATE (probability - 40%)

DECISION S. With the attractiveness and likelihood Information above in mind, indicate the
level of effort you would exert in relation to leaving or remaining in this job.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Great effort to Great effort to
leave it remain in it
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SECTION III

The questions in this final part of the survey are intended to find out
the way In which certain important events in our society affect different
people. Each item consists of a pair of items lettered a or b. Please:
select the one statement of each pair (and only one) which you more strongly
believe to be the case as far as you are concerned. Be sure tose'lect the
one you actually believe to be more true rather than the oneyou think-you
should choose or the one which you would like to be true. This is a measure
of personal belief, so obviously, there are no right or wrong answers. In some
instances you may find that you believe both statements or neither one.' In
such cases, be sure to select the one you more strongly believe to be. the case
as far as you are concerned. Respond to each question independently of how you
answered any other question. Again, answer by circling the letter corresponding
to the answer you more strongly believe to be the case as far as you are concerned.

1. a) Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to bad
luck.

b) People's misfortunes result from mistakes they make.

2. a) In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this wold.

b) Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized-no -

matter how hard he tries.

3. a) Without the right breaks, one cannot be an effective leader.:. -

b) Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken advantage
of their opportunities.

4. a) No matter how hard you try, some people just don't like you.

b) People who can't get others to like them don't understand how to
get along with others.

5. a) I have often found that what is going to happen will happen. "

b) Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as makinga
decision to take a definite course.

6. a) Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or.
* onothing to do with it.

b) Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at
the right time.

7. a) When I make plans I am almost certain that I can make them work.
* b) It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things

turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.
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8. a) In my case, getting what I want has little or nothing to do with
luck.

b) Many times we might as well decide what to do by flipping a coin.

9. a) Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to be
in the right place first.

b) Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability; luck has
little or nothing to do with it.

10. a) Most people do not realize the extent to which their >ives are
controlled by accidental happenings.

b) There is really no such thing as "luck."

11. a) It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you.
b) How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.

12. a) In the long run, the bad things that happen to us are balanced by
the good ones.

b) Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance, laziness,
or all three.

13. a) Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that
happen to me.

b) It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an
important role in my life.

14. a) People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.

b) There is not much use in trying too hard to please people; if they
like you, they like you.

15. a) What happens to me is my own doing.

b) Sometimes I feel I don't have enough control over the direction my
life is taking.
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SECTION U!

* ( Exercise Description

The exercise consists of a number of hypothetical courses,

with three outcomes associated with receiving an A in each course.

The relationship between an A in the course and each of the factors

can assume one of two values, VERY POSITIVE or ZERO. Below is a

- sample course using all of the factors. An explanation of the

two ZERO relationships is provided -- special note should be taken

of these explanations, for they do not appear in the format of the

remaining courses.

SAMPLE COURSE

The relationship between an A in this course and
* I

I ... an improved GPA (so much effort is required for this
* course you may receive lower grades in other courses) is .. ZERO

. the regard of your classmates is VERY POSITIVE

... a feeling of personal satisfaction (an A in this course
is not a reflection of accomplishment) is ................. ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

1 -5 -4 -, -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
I Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is high (probability = 80%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above
in mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this
course to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great additiona
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

*ONOTEs When making Decision B. you should assume that your present
level of effort will earn you a "B" in the course.
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Notice that for each course, you are asked to make two decisions.

C First (Decision A). you should judge the attractiveness of an A in

the course, based upon the outcomes associated with the three key

factors presented to you. Second (Decision B), you should decide

how much additional effort you would exert in relation to the course,

based upon all of the information provided to you.

Decision Making Exercise

The remainder of this section contains a decision making exercise.

During the exercise, you should assume that you are presently enrolled

in a number of academic courses. These courses do not differ from

each other, except for the factors that are described to you in each

instance. However, each course is different from all the others

because of the information it contains. For this reason, please

examine and consider each course carefully, and make your decisions

based upon the information it contains.

Work briskly, but do not hurry. There are no "correct" or'"in-

correct" decisions for these courses, so express your true feelings

and intentions. You should attempt to finish the complete exercise

in a single sitting, which should take about 20 minutes.

Thank you for your cooperation in participating in this study.
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Notice that for each course, you are asked 'to make two decisions.

CFirst (Decision A). you should Judge the attractiveness of an A in

the course, based upon the outcomes associated with the three key

factors presented to you. Second (Decision B), you should decide

* how much additional effort you would exert in relation to the course,

- based upon all of the information provided to you.

Decision Making Exercise

The remainder of this section contains a decision makine exercise.

During the exercise, you should assume that you are presently enrolled

in a number of academic courses. These courses do not differ from

each other, except for the factors that are described to you in each

instance. However, each course is different from all the others

because of the information it contains. For this reason, please

examine and consider each course carefully, and make your decisions

based upon the information it contains.

Work briskly, but do not hurry. There are no "correct" or "in-

i correct" decisions for these courses, so express your true feelings

and intentions. You should attempt to finish the complete exercise

in a single sitting, which should take about 20 minutes.

Thank you for your cooperation in participating in this study.
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C OU REE # 1

( The relationship between an A in this course and ...

an improved Grade Point Average is ...................... ZERO

... the regard of your classmates is ........................ VERY POSITIVE

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... VERY POSITIVE

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course%

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is zero (probability =0%a).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additional.
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

COURSE # 2

The relationship between an A in this course and too

... an improved Grade Point Average is ..................... VERY POSITIVE

the regard of your-classmates is .................... ,.. VERY POSITIVE

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ......... ,....,.., VERY POSITIVE

Decirion A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is moderate (probability = 40%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
miind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.
(0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

4No additional Great additionitl
effort to get effort to get

an A 93 an A



COURSE # 3

The relationship between an A in this course and

( ... an improved Grade Point Average is ...... ZERO

• *•the regard of your classmates is ........ ... VERY POSITIVE

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ...... VERY POSITIVE

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course:

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 + 4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A i. high (probability 800%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional "- Great additional
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

COURSE # 4

The relationship between an A in this course and ...

an improved Grade Point Average is ...................... VERY POSITIVE

the regard of your classmates is ........................ VERY POSITIVE

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is high (probability = 800).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind# indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
( No additional Great addi*Lio:.%l

effort to get effort to Cet
an A an A
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COURSE # 5

The relationship between an A in this course and

... an improved Grade Point Average is ...................... VERY FOSITIVE

the regard of your classmates is ........................ ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... VERY POSITIVE
Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness-of an A in this course,

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +15
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A-is high (probability = 80%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this courseto get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great additional
effort to get effort to get

an A. an A

COURSE # 6

The relationship between an A in this course and

... an improved Grade Point Average is ..................... ZERO

the regard of your classmates is ........................ ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is .................. VERY POSITIVE

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course,

-5 -4 -3. -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort,
the likelihood you can got an A is high (probability = 8O%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood infcrmation above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

o +i +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great additiona:
effort to get effort to get

an A an A
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COURSE # 7

The relationship between an A in this course fee

C,. an improved Grade Point Average is...................... ZERO

the regard of your classmates is .......... ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... VERY POSITIVE

Decision A, With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is zero (probability = 0%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3. +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +Jo
No additional Great addition.l
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

COURSE # 8

. The relationship between an A in this course and

... an improved Grade Point Average is ...................... VERY POSITIVE

... the regard of your classmates is ........................ ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................. ,. ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course:

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is moderate (probability = 40%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6, +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great addition'l
effort to get effort to retjan A 96 an A



COURSE A 9

The relationship between an A in this course and

... an improved Grade Point Average is ...................... VERY POSITIVE

the regard of your classmates is ........................ ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... VERY POSITIVE

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is zero (probability = Oo).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how m!uch additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additional
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

COURSE # 10

The relationship between an A in this course and

an improved Grade Point Average is ........... , VERY POSITIVE

... the regard of your classmates is .......... ,. .... VERY POSITIVE

a feeling of personal satisfaction is .. ,.......° ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course:

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very " Very
Unattractive Attractive

Furthrr Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort. tho
l kelihood you can get an A is zero (probability = 0%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additional
effort to get effort to get

an A an A
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COURSE II 11
The relationship between an A in this course and

an improved Grade Point Average is ...................... ZERO

(. ,•the regard of your classmates is .................... .. • ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is .............. •.. ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 - -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3. +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
li-71-hood you can get an A is high (probability = 80%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
ind, Uindlcate how much additional effort you would exert in this course

to get an A.
0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additional
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

L
COURSE / 12

The relationship between an A in this course and

.*an improved Grade Point.Average is ................ ...... VERY POSITVi.

... the regard of your classmates is..................... VERY POSITIV'.

a feeling of personal satisfaction is .................... VERY POSITIVe.

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate

the attractiveness of an*A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very - Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Informaticn. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likeilhood you can get an A is zero (probability = 0%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course

- to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additio:.a"
effort to get effort to got

an A an A
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COURSE & 13

The relationship between an A in this course and

... an improved Grade Point Average is ........... ZERO

the regard of your classmates is ..... ............. VERY POSITIVE

-**a feeling of personal satisfaction is .................. ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 ,3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Ptirther Information. If you exert a Great amount of additional effort, the
l-kelihood you can get an A is high (probability 80;).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9. +10
No additional Great Additional
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

: fCOURSE #14
The relationship between an A in this course and

... an improved Grade Point Average is ....................... VERY POSITIVE

the regard of your classmates is ......................... VERY POSITIVE

a feeling of personal satisfaction is .................... ZERO

Decirion A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 .+4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is moderate (probability = 40%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
( No additional Great additional

effort to get effort to get
an A an A
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o COURS E /j15

The relationship between an A in this course and ...

C .. an improved Grade Point Average is ...................... ZERO

the regard of your classmates is *............ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course,

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likel-hood you can get an A is moderate (probability = 40%),.

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
-iEd-,-indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additional.
effort to get effort to et

an A an A

COURSE # 16

The relationship between an A in this course and

an improved Grade Point Average is ....................... VERY POSITIVE

the regard of your classmates is .ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ....... •.......,, VERY POSITIVE

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course,

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is moderate (probability = 40,).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood informntion above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additiona:
effort to get effort to get

an A 100 anA



COURSE 1 17

The relationship between an A in this course and

( ... an improved Grade Point AveraCe is ...................... ZERO

the regard of your classmates is ........................ VERY POSITIVE

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 ,4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is zero (probability = 0o).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great additiona
effort to get effort to get

an A an A

COURSE # 18

* The relationship between an A in this course and

... an improved Grade Point Average is Z.ER................,. ZEO

f .the regard of your classmates is ... ,.................... ZERO

fee a feeling of personal satisfaction is .............. ,. VERY POSITIVE

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shorn above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likclihood you can eet an A is moderate (probability = 40%).

Deciion B. With the attractivencsn and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additionz
effort to get effort to get

an A an A
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'1 COURSE2 A 19

The relationship between an A in this course and..

an improved Grade Point Average is ......................e VERY POSITIVI-

..the regard of your classmates is ........................ ZERO
a felingof personal satisfaction is .......... ZR

* Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate4 the attractiveness of an A in this courses
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +14 +5

Very Very
Unattractive Attractive.

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
fl1ieiho'od you can get an A is high (probability = .80%).

Decision Be With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A*

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5~ +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great additP:v:' .
effort to get effort to get

an A ..an A

COURSE # 20

The relationship between an A in this course and o

..an imrroved Grade Point Average is ............ ZERO

*the regard of your classmates is ............. VERY POSIT1>'r

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ........... ZERO

Decision A,. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course#

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1. 0 +1 +2~ +14 +5
Very Vr

Una~trctiveAttractive
frIrther Infornition. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can gret an A is moderate (probability = 4p)

Decirio- B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, Indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this courseii to got an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great additi .n
effort to tot effort to C~c%

an A 102 an A
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* COURSE k 21

The relationship between an A in this course and

( *.. an improved Crade Point Average ir ...................... ZERO

the regard of your classmates is ........................ VERY POSITIVE

see a feeling of personal ratisfaction is .................. VERY POSITIVE

Deci-ion A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 *5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Mirther Infor:nation. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
Tlkeiood you can get an A is moderate (probability = 40%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great addition.
effort to get effort-to get

an A an A

COURSE # 22

The relationship between an A in this course and ...

an improved Grade Point Average is VERY POSITIVE

0.t the regard of your classmates is ......................... ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ".ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1. +2 +3 +4 +5
Very Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a great amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is zero (probability 0%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to get an A,

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +.5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great addition&
effort to get effort to fieft

an A an A
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COURSE 123

The relationship between an A in this course-and two

* an Improved Grade Point Average is .............. ,,,,.. VERY POSITIVE

the regard of your classmates ic .... ......... ..... VERY POSITIVE

•,, a feeling of personal satisfaction is .......... •,..... VERY I'OSITIVE

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this courses

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2. +3 +4 +5
Very . Very

Unattractive Attractive

Further Information. If you exert a Great amount of additional effort, the
-ikelihood you can get an A is high (probability = 80%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above in
mind, indicate how much additional effort you would exert in this course
to gat an A*

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
No additional Great additional
effort to get effort to get

an A an A
L

COURSE 1 24

The relationship between an A in this course and ,.e

... an improved Grade Point Average is ..................... ZERO.

,,, the regard of your classmates is e......,.. e .6e..; .,.. ZERO

a feeling of personal satisfaction is ................... ZERO

Decision A. With the factors and outcomes shown above in mind, indicate
the attractiveness of an A in this course;

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Very Very
Unattractive A ttrzc tive

Further Tnforyrntion. If you exert a Groat amount of additional effort, the
likelihood you can get an A is zero (probability = 0%).

Decision B. With the attractiveness and likelihood information above In
ind, iidTcate how much additional effort you would exert in this course

to get an A.

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

No additional Great additior.,l
effort to get effort to get

( an A an A
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FORTRAN REGRESSION PROGRAM
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and graduated in 1971 with a Bachelor of Science degree. He
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in June 1972 and was assigned to Forbes AFB, Kansas. He later

served as a C-130 pilot and flight instructor at Little Rock

AFB, Arkansas. In 1978 he was assigned to the Air Force
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graduate student in Systems Management. He is married to
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